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Editorial
A brief editorial this month, I’m under pressure for it from my publisher (Vaughn!) who’s
inconsiderately going away on holiday at that crucial time at the end of the month. Fortunately,
thanks again to Vaughn and Mark B, we have another couple of excellent pieces for the newsletter
that I hope you’ll enjoy.
Mark’s article continues the ‘my Lotus story’ theme that we at last got underway with Paul K’s story
in the last issue, and I have set myself the challenge of committing mine to paper in time for the next
edition. As I’ve said before, if you’re reading this you probably have a Lotus story of your own, and I
know that this time of year lends itself more to getting out and enjoying the cars rather than locking
yourself away with a computer, but hopefully you’ll be inspired enough so that at some point you’ll
tap out your story and send it to me for a future newsletter.
We have a number of great events coming up, and the response to these from the membership has
been very good, so hopefully we’ll be seeing a lot of one another in the coming weeks.
Thanks again to Vaughn for the encouragement to get this out in a timely manner, and happy
motoring everyone, see you soon.
Roger D

My Lotus Story.
Hi all,
I hope you’re well?
Thinking about the discussions at the AGM about telling our ‘Lotus’ stories in the newsletters I
thought I’d have a go.
Through NKLG I am enjoying meeting other enthusiasts and learning about their ‘Lotus’ adventure.
I hope this will continue through our Facebook page, emails and especially our club meets and
events.
I should preface my story, I’m car mad! I have been since a youngster! So, I could ramble on but I’ll
do my best to confine myself to my ‘Lotus Life’. I’ve been a Lotus fan ever since I saw those black
and gold ‘JPS’ liveried F1 cars racing round the tracks!
Then, of course, seeing the Esprit S1 bursting onto the big screens in the hands of the other Roger
(… Becker, that is), one moment scything across the Sardinian Mountain roads the next
submerging as “Wet Nellie” to battle Kurt Jurgens! Not long after they, shockingly, blew up a white
Turbo Esprit but managed to put it back together and paint it bronze!
In ’97, as a young professional with some savings, and a good head of hair, it was time for
convertible/sports car.
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I had a test drive of the MGF and MX5 Mk2! Both fabulous,
the MGF being mid-engine and with Rover doing great deals
it seemed to be the way to go … looking back, perhaps I
should have gone for a Mini Sport (but that’s another story)
…
Then a workmate took me for a blast in his brand-new Azure
Blue Elise S1, that was it!
I toddled off to London Lotus Centre (LLC) and placed my
deposit! Over enthusiastically I ticked all the options: metallic
paint, leather seats, driving lamps and the radio fitting kit.
Later, through Nelmes I added a few more treats!
H.R Owen took over the LLC business, my S1 arrived in ’98
and sported the MMC brakes. She was fabulous! I
remember getting the 'thumbs up' from a motor-cyclist on the
motorway! But as much as I recognised how special she
was, sadly, I just couldn’t get on with the ride. Mine had the
yellow Bilstein dampers, not the red Koni units.
With practice I’d got the roof procedure down to 5 mins but all too soon my Elise was gone.
… but my Azure Blue S1 had burnt itself into my driving soul. Maybe it’s that yellow and green
badge, the history, the legend, the myth and magic that makes a Lotus so special … I felt something
unfinished …
The fear of Covid had gripped the country and with a brief opening of lockdown the urge for another
Elise was all too great! I found myself toddling off to Paul Matty Sportscars to see a lovely ’99 Ruby
Red S1. Paul himself showed me round the car, took me for a test drive and the deal was done.
Little Ruby has been adorned with a
collection of treats by previous
owners. Sadly, no MMCs but
dampened by Koni she is a joy.
A fellow enthusiast from Club Lotus
took me for a spin in his ’67 Elan. If I
was more learned perhaps an Elan
would have taken the place of my
MX5, and dare I say it, Little Ruby?
However, given my fanatical love for
cars I’m glad that hadn’t happened.
For those that have read my posts
on our Facebook page you’ll know
why the Elise S1 enjoys a special
place in my heart
Mark B
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Not a Lotus to be seen
Being a Grandparent, I was needed to help entertain the younger generation during the recent
school holidays but just how I asked myself. When our son suggested we accompany him and our
six-year-old grandson on a trip to Brooklands, having never been there myself, it did not take me
long to agree.
Naturally, having read all about Brooklands years ago, I wanted to see what is left of the old 1907
banked track and the 1:4 test hill. Upon arrival we immediately made for the remaining section of the
track but unfortunately this did not seem to impress my six-year-old grandson even when viewed
from the “Members Bridge” (photo 1). I think he expected racing cars to be going around!
Although there are notices warning visitors that the banking can be slippery in wet weather, for me,
the temptation to climb up the slope was just too great but as you ascend the banking it becomes
progressively steeper and becomes very difficult to climb towards the top. Photo 1 does not do the
steepness justice but photo 2 may give you some idea. No wonder drivers sustained fatal injuries if
they went over the top and into the trees. I started to wonder how keen the current crop of F1 drivers
would be if they had to drive on a track without crash barriers or runoffs with a one-way ticket to
disaster if they got it wrong or had a mechanical failure!
Likewise, only when you walk up the 1:4 test hill you realise just how steep it is (photo 3) and I was
naturally pleased, at my advanced age, to reach the top without having to stop for a rest or seek
oxygen or even medical assistance!

Photo 1 - Banked Track

Photo 2 – Top edge of the Banking

Photo 3 – The top of the 1:4 Test
Hill
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The museum displays, apart from the larger aircraft, are all well-presented inside the various
buildings each with numerous and I suspect retired, knowledgeable volunteers who seem keen to
talk to visitors. Many of the wooden building are the original workshops as used the 1920 and 30’s
(photo 8), some still with the names of the original occupiers painted on the building signs.
Unlike some museum’s exhibits, visitors and children can sit in some of the cars on display and
enter many of the exhibits including, London Transport Buses and aircraft eg. Concord, VC10 and
even a Harrier Jump jet (see photo 11). Other exhibits include a Wellington bomber, Sopwith camel
bi-plane etc.
The other exhibits include aircraft engines, bicycles, motor bikes etc. etc. and they even have
examples of Barnes Wallace “bouncing bombs”.
Returning to the subject of cars, the Napier-Railton (photo’s 4 & 5) is an aero-engined car, designed
by Reid Railton and built by Thomson & Taylor at Brooklands in 1933. It was driven by John Cobb,
mainly at Brooklands where it holds the all-time lap record (143.44 mph (230.84 km/h)) which he set
in 1935.
The car is powered by a naturally aspirated high compression (6.1:1)) Napier Lion, 23.944 litre W12
aero engine producing 580 bhp (433 kW) at 2585 rpm and 1,250 lb⋅ft (1,695 Nm) of torque. The
engines 12 cylinders are in three banks of four and it is fitted with dual magneto ignition.

Photo 4 & 5 – Cobb’s Napier Railton

The non-synchromesh crash gearbox has only 3 ratios and the fuel tank, which is located behind the
drives seat has a total capacity of 65 gallons and a range of 325 miles ( 5 mpg ).
Between 1933 and 1937, the Napier-Railton broke 47 world speed records at Brooklands, Autodrome
de Linas-Montlhéry, France and at Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah, USA.
Following the Second World War, the car was used to test the drogue parachutes used on aircraft. A
problem arose with this activity as the car had no brakes and had in the past races simply rolled to a
stop. This was potentially dangerous so brakes were fitted to the back wheels in the hope of slowing
the car sufficiently should the chute fail.
The car was purchased by Brooklands Museum in 1997 with the support of the UK's Heritage Lottery
Fund and is maintained in fully working order. The car is normally on display in the museum's 1930s
era motoring sheds and regularly runs at the Goodwood Revival meeting every September.
The 1926 Scriven Special on display (photo 6) is fitted with a 1493cc four-cylinder Hooker engine and
according to the display notes, the car apparently had a several fateful races at Brooklands which
looking at the strange “external” friction drum brake linings is not really surprising (see photo 7).
Obviously being able to stop was not considered important in Brooklands racing cars.
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Photo 6 –1926 Scriven Special

Photo 7 - External Brake friction
material

Although Brooklands only operated between 1907 and 1939, exhibits on show included much more
modern cars eg. Coopers, F1 McLaren MP4/6, McLaren Senna GTR etc and even a McLaren MP4/21
F1 simulator that can be tried out by visitors.
My interest increased when I saw in the distance what appeared to be a black and gold JPS Lotus 79
only to be disappointed when it turned out to be a Harvey Postlethwaite designed Wolf WR7 F1 car.
According to the internet, Postlethwaite’s earlier design WR6 'wing car' design was a setback for the
Wolf team and he had no option but to copy the Lotus 79 for the 1979 season so I think my initial
confusion was understandable!
Although the WR7 was recognisably like a Lotus 79, its construction was highly innovative as
Postlethwaite had the monocoque constructed from sheets of an aluminium honeycomb composite
material, cut to shape, folded and stitched together down the centre of the car. This made the WR7
immensely strong, but it took a couple of seasons for Postlethwaite to really master the technique.

Photo 8 – Lorraine Dietrich GP car

Photo 9 – Wolf WR7
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Photo 10 – The Jackson Shed – General view

Photo 11 – Big Boys Toy’s

A successful day out and a visit to Brooklands is recommended if you have never been yourself.
Vaughn
PS. Unfortunately, I failed to find a real Lotus on display, and just one lonely blue Elise in the car park
– sorry.

Contacts
Regalia & Clothing: www.arktrading.com
Meetings: 2nd Wednesday each month, The Moody Mare, Seven Mile Lane, ME18 5QY
Web Site: www.NorthkentLotusgroup.org
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Group Activities and Meetings
2022 NKLG Events
Date

June

Sunday 12th
Sunday

July

19th

Cars at The Castle (Hever Castle, 16 Places) *
Le Mans (90th Edition)

Thursday 23rd to 26th

FESTIVAL OF SPEED GOODWOOD

JUNE 30th JULY 3rd

LE MANS CLASSIC

Sunday 17th
TBA

September

Bromley Pageant * (Club Access discount code available.)

11th – 12th

TBA

August

Event

Fish and chip run– short notice, nice weather
Warlingham Classic Car Show * (10 Places)
NKLG BBQ

18th - 21st

The British Motor Show *

Friday 26th to 28th A

SILVERSTONE CLASSIC

Monday 29th

Bexhill Car Show

Saturday 3rd

Salon Privé Club Trophy

Sunday 11th

Kent’s Classic Car Show, Aylesford

Sunday 11th

Edenbridge Car Show

Friday 16th to 18th

Goodwood Revival

TBA

Christmas Meal

October
November
December

•

Organised by NKLG
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